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THE Oregon State Engineering Experiment Station was established
by act of the Board of Regents of Oregon State University on

May 4, 1 927. It is the purpose of the Station to serve the state in
a manner broadly outlined by the following policy:

(1)To stimulate and elevate engineering education by develop-
ing the research spirit in faculty and students.

(2) To serve the industries, utilities, professional engineers, pub-
lic departments, and engineering teachers by making investigations
of interest to them.

(3) To publish and distribute by bulletins, circulars, and tech-
nical articles in periodicals the results of such studies, surveys, tests,
investigations, and research as will be of greatest benefit to the peo-
ple of Oregon, and particularly to the State's industries, utilities, and
professional engineers.

To make available the results of the investigations conducted by
the Station, three types of publications are issued. These are:

(1) BULLETINS covering original investigations.

(2) CIRCULARS giving compilations of useful data.

(3) REPRINTS giving more general distribution to scientific
papers or reports previously published elsewhere, as for example,
in the proceedings of professional societies.

Single copies of publications are sent free on request to resi-
dents of Oregon, to libraries, and to other experiment stations ex-
changing publications. As long as available, additional copies, or
copies to others, are sent at prices covering cost of printing. The
price of this publication is 60 cents.

For copies of publications or for other information address

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION,
100 Batcheller Hall

CORVALLIS, OREGON 97331
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This is a presentation of the proceedings of an Applied Industrial

Engineering Seminar presented by the Department of Mechanical and

Industrial Engineering during fall term 1966. Abstracts of the presenta-

tion are given followed by a question and answer manual which supple-

ments the discussions held by the lecturers. A photograph and a brief

biographical sketch of each is also included.

The purpose of this booklet is threefold.
* It will allow the documentation and acknowledgement

of the earnestness, sincerity, and knowledge exhibited

by our guest seakers.
It will encourage an exchange of information and ideas

between industry personnel, university staff and

industrial engineering students.
1' Most important, the booklet will aid in the planning

and improvement of our future seminar series.

The indebtedness of Oregon State University to men in the industrial

engineering fields is already far too extensive to be acknowledged by

this preface; however, we wish to thank all of the cooperating industries

and agencies for their aid and guidance. Specifically, we are grateful

for the unselfish services and time given us by the many people who

have participated directly and indirectly in our seminar series. We

hope that we shall be able to continue to receive the fine cooperation

that has been accorded us in the past.

William Engesser
Professor
Industrial Engineering
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THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF PRODUCT DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION PROCESSES

By Jack A. Alguard
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard

Mr. Alguard is a veteran of 3Z
years' experience in the Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard. He began his career
in the machine shop where he served
a four-year apprenticeship and worked
for two years as a mechanic on machine
work and layout. He progressed from
the shop to the planning and estimating
division where he spent six years and
from there to a variety of positions
including tenures in the training office,
public works, and supply departments.

He began his engineering career
in 1953 as the shipyard's project engi-
neer for catapult and arresting gear
testing and certification and was
instrumental in significant advance-
ments in catapult design and steam accumulator development. He
became a value engineer in 1963 and spent two years in this discipline
where he became interested in the problems of improving the designer's
comprehension and recognition of the importance of considering produc-
ibility as a part of product design.

He now heads a staff of engineers and technicians (Methods and
Standards Section, Production Engineering Division) engaged in devel-
opment of methods improvements, standards, process instructions,
plant layouts, and other industrial engineering work related to main-
tenance, repair, and manufacturing for naval ships.

ABSTRACT

Today's emphasis on the importance of functional design should
be expanded to include producible design. The production engineer
must take constructive action to increase and supplement the design
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engineer's knowledge of manufacturing techniques and tooling capa-
bilities and must promote communication between the designer and
the producer. Methods of accomplishing this include providing the
designer with advice and guidelines on production facilities and tech-
nologies. General and specific examples are presented with dis-
cussion of some valid techniques involving functional analysis,
research, "state of the art" education, communication, and human
relations.

Automation has forced manufacutring engineering from the ranks
of the shop man. It has become a technology requiring the attention
of specialists with broad knowledge of materials and methods, who can
promote effective communication toward making the functional design
also a producible design.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What type of jobs do design engineers work at when they are
"loaned OUtTT to work in the shop? Regular production work or
special types of engineering?

Few designers are given this opportunity at PSNS. We do
have a trainee program for undergraduates who work summers
and off-quarters at the shipyard. These trainees are given a
two-week period each quarter assigned to production work in
one of the shops. Also, we have a small (two or three) design
coordinator group which acts as liaison between design and
production on new construction ships, mainly resolving design
discrepancies.

What I was arguing for was a regular, planned schedule of
assigning a design coordinator to certain major shops for
short periods of two or three months so that he could go back
to his regular job with a better concept of production operations
in relationship to design plans and specifications.

2. Is there a morale or attitude problem with the design personnel
because of their necessitated exposure to the product aspect?

Yes. Each project requires careful attention to this to avoid
making direct criticism of a designer's work.
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3. Could you elaborate on the statement that other manufacturing
is carried on to support the fleet?

Manufacture of stock hardware and system components are the
major work in this category.

4. Have any training programs been established to cope with attitudes
against change?

Value Engineering Branch does this (after hours) as does a brief
supervisory training course.

5. In your opinion is enough emphasis placed upon value engineering
and other cost-reduction programs within this government-
subsidized shipyard?

When is enough ever done? We do have an effective Value
Engineering Branch which does a good job in this area. I ques-
tion that you really mean 'government subsidized. " If you do,
apparently you must feel that the work done here could be done
less expensively in a private shipyard. This is a complex ques -
tion (if that's what you mean) and one that I couldn't effectively
discuss in this short statement.

6. In our design classes, we are instructed to look at production
methods. In your opinion, why don't your designers actually
look more to the production processes? Not enough time?
Knowledge?

This is not in their basic job area. They design the hardware
and systems and depend upon their experience and exposure to
production to help keep their designs producible. What is lack-
ing, and lacking in any large facility, is enough time to keep
up-to-date on processes and materials. A good designer wouldn't
pretend to know as much about metallurgy or plastics or computer
programming or any other specialty area as does the man working
in that field. This "good" designer would lean upon the knowledge
of the specialist, consult him, and accept his advice. In the same
sense he would search for advice in production processes as he
is developing his design.
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7. What in your opinion is the best method(s) of improving design
and manufacutring coordination, or what have you experienced
to be the most effective?

Direct contacts on a project or job basis are usually most
fruitful. These lead to mutual understanding and respect --
particularly if the production specialist can give constructive
advice and do it in a noncritical manner.

8. In what other areas are you considering using that synthetic foam?

We also use the foam as a void-filling material (for example,
in small barges to increase service life when rust has advanced
considerably). It is also used as a structural core material in
some metal joiner doors with light sheet aluminum skins. There
are several kinds on the market. The one I described is poly-
urethane, but there are others which can resist elevated tempera
tures or have higher compressive strengths.

9. What kind of training problems do you encounter when you install
a new machine such as the tube_bending machine?

No real training problems. Usually shop people are anxious to
learn to use any new machine and the supplier, in turn, is on
hand to demonstrate and give any training needed.

10. You talked of producibility and cost reduction. But, as a ward of
Uncle Sam, aren't matters of cost underplayed somewhat? Where
do the initiative and incentives come from.

Shipyards must be cost conscious and competitive. Our customers,
the fleet commands, send their ships into the shipyard where they
can get the job done well and get the most work for their limited
budget. We use schedule competitions between shops as well as
cost competitions to help keep the cost down. As I mentioned in my
talk, we have a large nucleus of long-time career employees who
identify themselves with the shipyard and are proud of the caliber
of work done here. This is a significant incentive.

11. Why aren't ship components and hardware standardized to a greater
degree to enable larger production runs and/or purchase from out-
side vendors?
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We work towards standardization as much as the specialty demands
of our system designs will permit. We don't have much production
run because such work is more economically produced by commer-
cial firms specializing in the particular product. A large portion
of our processed materials and components are furnished by con-
tract from commercial bidders. The shipyard avoids as much as
possible being a competitor with private industry.

12. Do you have any kind of training program which includes the topic
of selling ideas to production people?

No such formal program.

13. What are your specific duties at Puget Sound? Do you find that
there is a lot of training of employees necessary, and if so, who
is responsible for it? How large an industrial engineering staff
do you have?

I am head of the Methods and Standards Section responsible for
the development of engineered standards for production work,
for the preparation of process instruction, the implementation
of methods improvements, production performance measurement,
industrial engineering services to the shops, shop layout changes,
and other staff work of this nature. We now have 29 people in our
section, including 3 industrial engineers, and 24 industrial engi-
neering technicians. We train all of our technicians, 2 months
in the classroom and 4 months on the job before they become
full-fledged industrial engineering technicians. This training is
conducted by our section using textbooks developed by the Army
Training Office and an instructor specially trained for this work.

14. What is the size of the industrial engineering group at Puget Sound
Naval Shipyard and are they all doing similar things to what you
were describing?

Most of the specific work I discussed is done by our Value Engineer-
ing Branch. It is staffed with three engineers - - mechanical,
electrical and structural -. and headed by a naval architect. Our
Methods and Standards Section works in close liaison with this
branch and we are both under the same division head, the production
engineering superintendent.
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OUTSIDE CONSULTANT IN FACILITIES PLANNING
by Fay A. Brainard

Hyster Company

Fay A. Brainard graduated from
Oregon State University in 1941 with a
bachelor of science in Mechanical
Engineering. For three years he
worked with labor measurement and
control at Hyster Company followed
by six years' experience in plant
engineering. He held a supervising
position for the next seven years in
plant engineering, plant layout, and
production scheduling.

He was chief industrial engineer
for five years followed by five years
as acting manager of industrial
engineering.

ABSTRACT

The facility discussed was a machinery manufacturer with opera-
tions of fabrication, machining, and assembly. The presentation gave
an engineering approach to planning a facility on a given site up to the
point of beginning detailed departmental layout.

A written approach defining each step in the sequence of fact
gathering and analysis was stressed as an initial requirement. It was
suggested that these steps be:

1. Kind and quantity of product to be produced. (Figures
supplied or approved by management.)

2. Percent utilization factor of the facility to be approved
by management.

3. An ultimate site development plan with no regard to
capacity but to be used as a planning guide for initial
construction and all subsequent expansions.
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4. Determine the process hours required on every operation
to produce the product and establish equipment required.

5. Determine the overall space requirements for each
major departmentfrom equipment required, storage,
aisle standards, and supporting service departments needed.

6. Make a block layout considering flow, departmental relations,
expansion feasibility, and ultimate plan.

7. Develop preliminary project costs.

Exact space requirements and costs will result after detailed
departmental layouts which were not discussed.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. How do you relate your capital expenditure requirements with
your forecasts, and how and when does the accounting depart-
ment enter these requirements on the books? How do you arrive
at allocation of capital requirements?

Costs are developed for forecasts of equipment and space. A
cash expenditure flow is developed showing both commitment
and expenditure dates. Finance compounds this with operating
expenses and income into a complete cash flow for the forecast
years. The cash flow and request for capital funds are presented
to the board at the same time. Space is a must and we don't
require justification; however, each item of equipment must be
justified by our own formula and approved by the vice-president
of manufacturing before actually committing board-approved
funds. Building plans and specifications are approved by staff
industrial engineering and costs approved by the vice-president
of manufacutring before commitment of board-approved funds
are made.

Z. Is Hyster presently working toward vertical integration in produc-
tion? I'm under the impression that they are.

Assuming your reference is toward a higher percentage of manu-
factured components, the answer is a mild yes. More proprietary
items in our product give certain sales advantages; however, make
or buy decisions are still based on economics.
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The following is a list of industrial engineering functions:

a) Measure and control direct and indirect labor
b) Write manufacturing standards
c) Justify new equipment
d) Prepare equipment, maintenance, and building budgets
e) Prepare manufacturing instructions (routings, operation

sheets, and tool lists) for all manufactured parts
f) Keep all manufacturing instructions current with methods

and design changes
g) Work in cooperation with electronic data processing

personnel on manufacturing systems development
h) Methods improvement
i) Assist the shop in starting new processes on methods
j ) Predetermine part and unit costs
k) Develop standard data for new machines and processes
1) Special project studies

8. Where would an I. E. start in your company?

After a short training period, he might start in any of a number
of mutually agreeable areas in either staff or plant: industrial
engineering, quality control, production control, electronic data
processing, manufacturing engineering, or on the factory floor.

The latter case would be an individual who had decided to advance
through line supervision into factory or plant management.

9. How long a pay-back period does your company require for a
capital expenditure of the magnitude that you discussed today?

We don't require any special payback period. The payback
period on all projects is calculated in the same manner and it's
one of the factors management considers in ranking projects
if capital isn't available for all proposals. A project of the
magnitude we discussed was to provide additional capacity and
wasn't a cost reduction effort. On such projects a cash flow is
more effective than a pay_back period. In other words, how
long before the project is contributing to profits.



10. For a four-year forecast two years in the future, how accurate
can you expect this forecast to be, as a percentage?

Only as accurate as any economic forecast. I don't know its
accuracy in percent. Over the long pull our sales have ups
and downs and to some extent follow the national economy.

11. Does 100% of plant capacity mean that all men and machines are
always working during the shift, or is repair and coffee break
time excluded from that figure?

One hundred percent of plant capacity can mean different things
at different companies, but at Hyster it means that machines are
operating between 90 to 95% of the straight time hours available
on a 5-day week 3-shift basis. The lost time occurs from repairs,
delays, absenteeism, and so forth, Critical machines have a
relief man for coffee breaks.

Numbers of kinds of machines required can never be exactly
balanced in our fabrication departments; consequently, even at
100% capacity there are a few special machines operating as
little as 30% of the time.

lZ. What do you mean by friction welding?

Friction is used to generate heat between two surfaces to be
welded, usually by rotation. It's done under pressure and
plastic deformation occurs quickly resulting in a narrow heat
affected zone. The resultant grain refinement and flow line
orientation results in superior welds.

13. In your "3-shift" high machine cost areas, what is the approxi-
mate range of machine-man hour cost ratio?

Approximately 2. 5 to 1.

14. Do you have your own computers and operators? If yes, do I. E.
people run them?

Yes, we have computers; but to the best of my knowledge there
isn't an industrial engineer, per Se, in the electronic data
processing department. Roughly speaking there are in this
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department planners, system developers, programmers, and
operators. These are made up of mathematicians, B. A. gradu-
ates, IBM-schooled individuals, and engineers. Operators are
usually high school graduates with specialized IBM training.

15. What would, in your opinion, the graduate be required to know
about computer programming at Hyster?

In my opinion, an I. E. graduate at Hyster should have a broad
knowledge of computers so that he can evaluate their possible
contribution to his assignment. He should be able to write
systems and procedures in meaningful English that a programmer
can translate into computer language. He should also be able to
evaluate the output and discuss needed corrections with a pro-
grammer.

16. Is this facilities survey outline equally applicable for use by a
resident I. E. team as well as a consulting I. E. group? That
is, is it possible for both teams to use the same format indicated
in the outline?

Yes, our resident I. E. team made such a survey a number of
years ago. The consulting group mentioned used exactly the
same approach just two months ago.

17. What are some of the advantages of using an outside consulting
firm?

A consulting firm might be used to obtain an unbiased opinion,
to provide skills not available in the resident group, or to provide
man hours to obtain results quicker.

18. Is plant layout an individual department that determines the layout
of each plant throughout the world?

Hyster has a staff I. E. group as well as industrial engineering
departments in each plant.

The staff functions are to establish policy and applicable standards
of layout and structural design. Staff may also act in a consulting
capacity to a plant. It's the staff's responsibility to review and
pass on all layouts, bid documents and architectural plans and
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specifications. Another responsibility is a long_range planning
for all plants. There are two men assigned to facilities planning
in staff I. E.

The plant industrial engineering departments are responsible
for their layout, budgets, and construction projects. They
normally dontt assign people permanently, but rather draw from
plant engineering, methods, and I. E. when project work is
required.

19. Are junior industrial engineers trained directly into this field
of plant layout?

Not usually; some manufacturing or related experience is
desirable first.

20. How do you obtain the necessary information from management
committee meetings or personal meetings with members of the
staff? What other methods are used for obtaining information?

Information is usually transmitted in the form of regular reports
and minutes. In some instances of a special project nature
industrial engineering may request certain specific information
from market research, accounting, design engineering, or
manufacturing.

21. Do you foresee computers as becoming the main factor in plant
layout design? If so, what obstacles must be overcome in order
to fully utilize computers for this purpose?

I do not believe computers will become the main factor in plant
layout design in our kind of industry. I mentioned their use in
exploding information on some 20, 000 part numbers for various
prescribed requirements (planning levels). From this we get
overall apparent requirements, but these apparent requirements
change somewhat as a result of a group of engineers making a
detailed layout design.

22. Several times you mentioned that an industrial engineer requires
information that management has. At Hyster is this a free flow
of information or does an engineer have difficulty getting the
information he needs? What can an engineer do who isn't getting
the cooperation he requires?
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We have a free flow of information at Hyster. This has always
been more or less true; however, in years past required
information wasn't always available. Even today obtaining special
information may require some planning in sorting out what is
required from dayto_day data.

As to getting the cooperation required, I'd suggest an engineer
take a hard look at his approach to others (his people relation-
ships) He can also ask for help from his supervisor.

Z3. Does Hyster have any computer time? How much? Plans for
expansion?

Hyster has computer time. I don't know how much; however,
our overall plans will eventually leave little free time.

We have 1401's in our Portland and Danville operations and
have recently added 360 model 30's in both locations. The
Peoria factory has a 360 on order to be delivered in four
months. Our Kewanee operation is to be tied into Portland
or Danville on a leased wire.

24. Is it an I. E. 's function to gather the data for studies such as the
one we just discussed?

In my opinion, it is an industrial engineering function to gather
data for studies such as described.
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THE DESIGN, ORGANIZATION, AND OPERATION OF A
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

By Harold F. Downie
United States Steel Corporation

Harold F. Downie, superintend-
ent of the sheet finishing department,
Pittsburg Works, United States Steel
Corporation, was born in Spokane,
Washington. He attended public schools
there and was graduated from Oregon
State College in Corvallis in 1948 with
a Bachelor of Science degree in Indus-
trial Engineering.

After serving with the Air Force
as a first lieutenant from 1942 to 1946,
Downie joined Pittsburg Works as an
industrial engineer in 1948. He held
various positions in the industrial
engineering department and in 1954
became general supervisor of methods.
He was appointed assistant works
industrial engineer in 1955. He was
named as assistant to superintendent
of the wire mill in 1958, assistant to superintendent of cold reduction in
1960, assistant superintendent of sheet finishing in 1961, and superin-
tendent of sheet finishing in 1964.

Downie is a member of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers
the Association of Iron and Steel Engineers, the Methodist Church of
San Ramon Valley, California, The Round Hill Country Club, and the
Columbia Athletic Association.

He and his wife live at 131 Bolla Avenue, Alamo, California, with
their two children, Michael Freeman and Marcia Ann.

ABSTRACT

A high percentage of the sales proceeds in the steel industry is
resulting from products new to the market in the last five years.
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Introduction of the 'innovation concept" for finding new end uses for
steel, plus the increased emphasis on research for the development of
new steels, has played a large factor in the market change. While
this change has been good for the customer, it has presented new and
complicated challenges to the steel mills.

Two years ago it became obvious at Pittsburg Works that it would
be impossible to maintain production control without the aid of com-
puters. In 1964 a systems group was organized in the industrial engineer-
ing department to establish a production order and management informa-
tion system for sheet and tin products. Much work has been done
in establishing the requirements which will be placed upon the system
and with the various computer suppliers to develop specialized equip-
ment. It is anticipated that this "real time" information system will
eventually control the planning of production sequences through the
mill, as well as develop incentive performance, obtain production and
yield statistics, maintain quality control statistics, and so forth.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. How long will it take to install the complete management information
system at your plant and how long will it take to "debug" this
system and obtain the objectives?

This is a difficult question to answer because it is hard to define
when a system is complete. Past experience indicates that
modifications and improvements will always be in progress. We
estimate, however, that two to four years will be required for
installation as we envision the system today. At least one addi-
tional year will be required to de-bug the system and obtain our
objectives.

2. How many people are there in the operations research group? What
departments contributed personnel to the group and was there any
particular department which contributed more to this system than
the others?

At the present time there are a total of five people in our operations
research group. This is broken down as follows: Two industrial
engineers, one production planner, one accountant, and one
metallurgist. No particular department contributed more than the
others. Because of their experience and training, the industrial
engineers were able to get started on the project a little faster
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than the representatives from other departments. Within a short
time, all personnel in the group were contributing equally.

3. What type of training is given to people assigned to work in the
operations research section developing the management informa-
tion system? What types of college background do these people
have?

No special type of training is given at the plant for the men assigned
to work in the operations research section. Most of these men,
however, are taking college extension courses at some of the
schools nearby and all of them have attended the one-week IBM
school on computers. All of the men assigned to the operations
research group have had either a technical background (engineer-
ing or science), or have had considerable math training including

statistics. Also, most of these men were exposed to computer
work while they were in college.

4. In your management information system, how do you intend to
report on worker performance and safety?

Worker performance will be reported in two ways: (a) incentive
performance measuring the amount of work produced, and (b)
quality performance determined by the amount of defective
production compared to the amount of prime production. In the

area of safety, the record for each individual will include such

things as injuries incurred, safety indoctrination, safety contacts,
and unsafe acts.

5. It was mentioned that it is planned to computerize the maintenance
program so that it will be possible to determine how much is being

spent on maintenance for each piece of equipment and how much

downtime is resulting from maintenance delays. Also, based on
the tonnage of steel produced, a maintenance budget is earned.
What is the purpose of this and how is corrective action imple-
mented? What happens if you're exceeding your budget? Can you
necessarily cut back on spending for maintenance?

Maintenance costs represent a significant portion of our budget.
Obviously it is not desirable to cut maintenance work to such an

extent that abnormal equipment delays will occur. However, in the
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maintenance area, as in any other area where a large amount of
money is being spent, there are always improvements that can be
realized. Whenever we are exceeding our maintenance budget,
we attempt to determine the exact reason and then develop corrective
action. For instance, if roll usage is high it might oe possible to
substitute chrome rolls for mild steel rolls. If a motor is continu-
ally failing, it might be desirable to substitute another type of
motor or provide a larger motor. If bearings are burning out,
perhaps the lubrication system needs to be improved.

6. What type of training could a beginning industrial engineer expect
to receive?

A beginning industrial engineer could expect to receive a three-
week indoctrination program on company and plant policies and
procedures. During this period he would visit all of the depart-
ments in the plant to learn their functions and to meet their
personnel. Following this, he would be assigned various projects
in the industrial engineering department designed to give him
training in costs, incentives, and methods work. Included in the
training would be special courses of two to four weeks duration,
conducted by industrial engineering supervisors. These courses
are designed to give the industrial engineer general background
information in the field of study, as well as specific instructions
on the company's procedures in the given field.

7. Are budgets calculated on a weekly, monthly, or annual basis? Is
it sometimes necessary to overspend for one period of time and
then make up for it in the following period?

Budgets are calculated on a monthly basis and it is often necessary
to overspend in one period of time and then make up for it in the
following period. However, every effort is made to achieve stand-
ard performance within a department each month. If it is necessary
to overspend on one piece of equipment, an attempt is made to
underspend on another piece of equipment. The end objective is
to achieve standard performance on a yearly basis.

8. What advantages and disadvantages do you see in working for a
large company?

Discussions and "bull sessions" about the advantages and dis-
advantages of a large company versus a small company have
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probably been held since students started graduating from college.
It is difficult to make specific statements because of the diverse
characters of large companies, However, a few general comments
can be made:

(1) Training opportunities in a large company are generally
better than in a small company.

(2) Potential for growth and promotion in a large company is
better than in a small company. Frequently in a small
company a person cannot advance to the top echelon of
management because this is held by the owners and their
families. A president of a small company often has
considerable power. He exercises his power through
financial control and runs the organization as he sees fit.
His actions may not be subject to any significant review.
In a large company, the board of directors maintain control
over the president and generally establish management
policies and procedures.

(3) A large company can provide a greater variety of jobs than
can a small company. It is possible for an individual to
move from one field of work to another without changing
companies.

(4) The point is stated frequently that a person can become
'lost in the shuffle" in a large company and not get the

advancements to which he feels he is entitled. There is a
belief that in a small company an individual's work will
stand Out and therefore his performance will be recognized
sooner and rewarded accordingly. To a degree this might
be true. It depends to a great extent on the large company's
personnel policies and the number of opportunities available
in the smaller company. It is my experience that a top quality
man will advance according to his abilities, whether his
initial job choice is a large company or a small one. The
opportunity for broad responsibility may come a little earlier
in a small company than in a large one, but the ultimate
potential is much greater in a large company.

(5) Fringe benefits such as vacations, insurance, investment plan
and retirement benefits are usually better in a large company.
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(6) A disadvantage of a large company can be well-defined policies
and procedures which delineate job boundaries and limit, to a
degree, the expression of individuality in a man's work.

It is my belief that the decision to work for a given company should
not be made on the basis of the size of the company. Rather, it should
be made on the basis of a thorough study of the company's policies,
personnel, location, growth potential, and standing in the industry of
which it is a part. Advancement in management today is highly competi-
tive. To be competitive, a man has to enjoy the job he's doing and
believe in the company for which he's working. These are the factors
that are important, not company size.

An industrial engineering graduate, by the nature of his education
and the disciplines of the science he represents, has the responsibility
of utilizing his knowledge to improve his company's profit. As long as
he keeps this in mind and accomplishes this function, his future career
is assured -- large company or small.
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AUDIO - VISUAL RESPONSE CONSOLE
by Mary Jester

Crown Zellerbach Corporation

Mr. Jester was born and raised
in Wilmington, Delaware. He gradu-
ated from high school in 1951, served
in the U. S. Navy until 1955, and was
graduated from the University of
Delaware with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering
in 1960.

He had been in the Northwest
while in the service and decided to
come back and settle. In the process,
Crown Zellerbach hired Mr. Jester
as an industrial engineer for their
Camas, Washington, division and
he has been with them ever since.

His last two years have been
spent piloting an audio-visual training
program.

ABSTRACT

Training is a necessary part of industry if that industry is to
flourish. It is a challenging career which offers the background for
branching into supervision or management if that be your goal.

Tools are now available which allow a change in industrial training
concepts. One of these is called an audio-visual response console.
It is a portable, self-contained "teaching machine" which consists of
a slide projector commanded by a tape recorder. The machine's
response feature makes it possible for a supervisor to administer a
training program conveniently to an individual. The portability allows
this to be done practically anywhere, without excessive supervisory
time. The teaching machine lacks only the ability to show motion.
Where this is necessary, there is a small 8 mm. silent movie projector
available. It can be used by itself under a supervisor's full control
during an oral presentation or in conjunction with the teaching machine.
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Training programs are made internally at low cost. Supervisors,
their foremen, and operators take an active part in their preparation.
This participation assures that the technique influences the corporate
goal of safely producing quality products at the lowest possible unit
cost.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. How much has Crown spent on audio-visual training equipment?

The equipment that I am currently using has cost about $4, 500.
This includes cameras and projectors.

2. Before this training equipment was purchased it undoubtedly
had to be justified. What financial justification was used and
how were the figures arrived at?

A great deal of money is spent by management on things which
are not formally financially justified. Safety and quality programs
are two examples. Training is another.

3. Have you used audio-visual methods to train new operators?
If so, what kind of results have you recieved?

Yes. Supervisors who have used them have reported favorably
in all areas of consideration - - production, quality, safety, and
general improvement in employee attitude.

4. In conjunction with question No. 1, what response or action have
you received from people being trained by this method?

All comments have been good, and I have asked trainees who do
not know of my connection with the programs. There is no reason
to think that they would hesitate to give me their honest opinion.

5. Doesn't audio-visual training de_emphasize responsibility and
seriousness?

Definitely not. I think the things to be said concerning an
employee's responsibility and the seriousness of his work can
be better said in this fashion than just off the calf. Preparation
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of a program for audio-visual presentation requires much more
thought than ordinary methods. Ordinary training methods tend
to emphasize operations. Audio-visual training can go far beyond
this and include all of the other aspects.

6. Are the I. E. 's at Crown in charge of all training (except for
executive training), and if so, what special training are they given
so that they can produce good programs?

Does the industrial engineering department at Crown Zellerbach
pass the training responsibility on down the line? Who assumes
final responsibilities?

The I. E. T are not in charge of any type of training. As an
industrial engineer I have been piloting the audio-visual training
program at Camas, but, strictly on an experimental basis. As
far as Crown Zellerbach is concerned, training is the supervisor's
responsibility. My job has been to help the supervisor in fulfilling
that responsibility.

7, Who does the follow-up and checking after the audio-visual portion
is completed? Have you changed the responsibility areas of your
foremen and supervisors?

Superivision administers all programs including follow-up. The
programs are the result of efforts made on the part of supervisors,
foremen, operators, and people all the way down the line -- with
the cooperation of staff and management. The supervisor has the
final say regarding the programmed material.

8. How can the cost of producing an audio-visual training aid for one
such operation as the constant tension system be justified compared
to the less expensive method like line foreman training and group
training sessions?

Training, regardless of how it is carried out, is going to cost
money. The idea is to get as much for the money as you possibly
can.

Audio-visual training does not take the place of foreman training
or group training sessions; it reinforces these techniques; it is
an addition to them.



One of the most important considerations regarding training
programs is consistency. This is a strong feature of audio-
visual training. I think your question assumes that all foremen
can do a good job of training. Frankly, some men are very
weak in this area of responsibility. In this case, audio-visual
training can fill the gap.

9. Do you have any figures to varify the cost of this training method?

There are certain raw materials that go into the manufacture of
a training program - - the tape and the film. The cost of these
is minimal. Labor cost - - my salary - - is somewhat larger.
These are the only two out-of-the-pocket costs which are new.
To make a ZO-to 30-minute program costs about $450.

10. What other techniques are also presently being used by Crown
Zellerbach? What is the general attack to the problem of training
at Crown Zellerbach?

All of the usual methods:

On-the-job training
Union-sponsored evening review courses (periodically)
Seminars
Group training sessions

We also have one very unique training effort. It is called paper
school, a ZO-week course in pulp and paper making taught by
supervision and management annually since 1933.

11. What type of training is employed for more advanced positions
than machine operator, say engineering staff training?

This is strictly on-the-job training. Engineers generally start
out with relatively simple projects which will require them to
go out and get to know the operations and the poeple running
them. The complexity of the projects is increased as the engineer
is able to assume more and more responsibility. He is, of course,
always free to go to night school and take courses as they are
available and desired by the particular engineer. On approval of
the subject matter, Crown assumes a portion of the cost upon
satisfactory completion of the course.
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1Z. Did you choose to do this line of work or were you chosen? Were
you trained at Crown?

I chose to do this line of work. My training has been on the job.



WORK SIMPLIFICATION
By Allan H. Mogensen

Lake Placid

The name of Allan H. Mogensen
is inseparably linked with "Work
Simplification. " Graduating from
Cornell University in 1924, he taught
industrial engineering at the Univer-.
sity of Rochester. During his six
years there, he did consulting work
for Rochester firms, and helped
pioneer the 16 mm. motion picture
camera as a means of improving
methods.

In 1930 he joined the staff of Factory
magazine, where his articles on work
simplification brought this hitherto little-
used tool of management to the attention
of many executives.

His book "Common Sense Applied
to Motion and Time Study" was the first
in the field to take the mystery out of
this subject. The response induced him to develop his first courses
in work simplification. By 1937 it became necessary to start the
now famous Work Simplification Conference, held each year since
then at Lake Placid, New York.

ABSTRACT

Work simplification is an analytical and systematic means to
meet the challenge of improvement through change. The five-step
time-tested project approach has produced remarkable economic
savings. In addition, work simplification concepts emphasize the
power of people involvement in change. Independent surveys validate
the claims that properly administered work simplification training has
"guaranteed economic payoffs. " But more important than the economic
returns, are the changes in people attitudes, values, and organization
understanding. The most striking accomplishment of work simplification
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is the implementation of improvement goals and projects which
revitalize employee relations. In an era when success depends
increasingly on motivation, the work-simplification approach has led
to organizational teamwork which successfully implements the concept
of good organization, namely, that the whole is greater than the sum
of its independent parts.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. What approach would you suggest to motivate upper level manage-
ment to embrace work simplification in a highly successful and
profitable growth company?

May I assume that your company is making profits and is reject-
ing a work simplification program? (Yes) Then I suggest that
you be patient. 1 recall my disappointment when I failed in getting
an executive's approval at our winter conference in Sea Island,
Georgia. However, three years later, the same executive sent
several of his subordinates to our conference. There apparently
was a reason for his deferred action. We were most pleased to
discover his wholehearted endorsement of our program. (Also
see questions 3 and 4).

2. What do you think of employee suggestion systems?

I sincerely believe that the traditional anonymous type of suggestion
system undermines the foreman. In addition, they are more
expensive to administer than a work simplification program. By
using the work simplification approach, the suggester often elimi-
nates his own suggestions because he has a grasp of both the eco-
nomic and noneconomic factors which are involved. In fact, in one
of the most successful suggestion systems, the Maytag system,
work simplification training is given to each employee. The
employee then evaluates his suggestion with his foreman and the
suggestion is approved or disapproved at the level most closely
associated with the idea. The records show that Maytag Company
has one of the highest ratios of accepted suggestions to total
suggested recommendations.

There are many other companies which use work simplification
programs as their suggestion system. For example, in 1957, the
Sears survey reported the results of W. S. training in 40 companies.
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7 companies estimated a 20 to 1 ratio*
31 companies estimated a 5 to 1 ratio
2 companies estimated a 2 to 1 ratio
(* The ratio of savings to training Costs.

The Sears report continues . . . but more important than physical
changes, are the changes in attitudes and internal communication.
Analysis tools alone are merely stimuli for man's mind. As
exposure to W. S. tools increases, understanding between operating
line and staff personnel increases. Communication improves and
a better organization follows.

3. Don't you usually get improvement through automation? How can
you sell automation to people?

Automation should always be accompanied by humanation. Human
beings determine the degree of automation and/or mechanization
that is desirable for an organization. You don't sell people: you
involve them. There's a big difference. Let me review the three
categories of work motivation.

rForce
1) Tell them through ç, Fear

LAutho rity

Persuasion
2) Sell them through Rewards

3) Involve them through (Satisfaction

In the past, management relied most heavily on the first two class-
ifications: tell them and sell them. Today management is effec-
tively involving people by allowing them to participate in the
changes that give them more satisfaction. By involving people
as early as possible in the problems of change, there is an increase
in both the immediate and ultimate satisfaction. Most important,
the philosophy of work simplification assumes that deliberate change
is necessary for a company to continue to make a profit. Since
changes involve people, isntt it natural to have many people share
the responsibilities, involvement, and satisfaction of change?
You have in your hands an example of the Procter and Gamble
"people involvement" program. Let me read from the 1965 work
simplification reprint, "Increasing Profits Through Deliberate
Methods Change. 1
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"We know, for instance, that every management member
of P and G's manufacturing organization is participating
in a program to increase profits through the philosophy
of deliberate change and that these men, over 2, 000,
contribute on the average over $17, 000 per man in new
profits each year. But all of this didn't happen overnight.
It has been growing since 1946 in an effort we call Procter
and Gamble's Methods Change Program.

In 1946, Procter and Gamble started formal training in work
simplification. Since then the team-approach was developed
which eventually led to plant achievement goals (see the next
question).

4. You indicated that the whole concept of work simplification is
compulsory and not optional. You stated that if we were to look
around we would be sure to find several needs for improvement.
You imply that there's an urgent need to improve -- that if you
don't have some type of work simplification program you may
fail in fulfilling the economic aim of the organization - - not only
making profit, but sometimes just for survival. You seem to
infer that a work simplification program is a necessity in keeping
in step with a desirable rate of improvement. This idea was
brought up more clearly this year than it was five years ago when
you visited our campus. Is this the general trend?

All employees from the grass roots supervisor through middle
and top management are more mature in their thinking as a result
of their training in school and their ability to understand economics,
This makes it possible and necessary to move forward at a much
faster pace.

We have introduced a new definition in the whole training concept.
and are now teaching people whom we have discovered to be far
more mature than ever before. We are training them not only in
tools and techniques, but in the evaluation of what is important.
We are getting away from a waste of project study time and con-
centrating on what is important. (For example, why spend 80%
of time on 15% of the items?) We can now organize for improve-
ment using the long-range team approach.
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Let me give an example of the Procter and Gamble team approach.
Instead of individual and department projects, proposals have been
broadened to cover entire plants. Let me read from another section
of the 1965 work simplification reprint:

'The central staff analyzed the strengths and weaknesses
of the spearate plant programs and recommended the most
successful of these to the other plants. Thus the teams in
each plant started setting goals following what we call the
Team-Goal Approach. This was a major step forward -
teams committing themselves to a dollar methods_change
goal and then working as a team to attain it. All plant
achievement began to reflect these changes in approach.
Savings increased from an average of approximately $4, 000
per member of management in 1954 to over $17, 000 per
member of management in 1963. Extension to all manufactur-
ing operations world-wide has been accomplished. Methods-
change savings contributed to a corporate goal, which is the
sum of all team goals of all plants in all divisions. The
current goal is $17, 800 per member of manufacturing man-
agement and we know we are just beginning.

5. In the work simplification program, the big change seems to be in
the 'improve' step. A change in the wording from "consult with"
to "involve them. " Will you elaborate on this point?

Thinking back, I remember now that at our conference at the
University of Michigan it was suggested that this might be some-
thing to consider - - that up to this point it was being misused.
People felt that they were not actually being consulted; many felt

that they were manipulated; therefore, we went to involvement.
More and more now we are talking about involvement no only in

the doing part but in the thinking and planning and decision making.

6. In Step 5 of the work simplification program, is there any considera-

tion to changing the definition of install? You emphasized so much

today this business of recognition and satisfaction that I am wonder-

ing now. in the future, are you going to add a step or add a word,

for example, "install and satisfy.

Many companies modify the five-step work simplification program
into six and even seven steps. Going back to the old "training
within industry" (T. W. I. ) days, we had four steps. Some companies
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use "install and give' recognition. It makes no difference how
many steps or word definitions we are concerned with -- the
main thing is to make sure that the final step is put into effect
and stays in effect by involving people in the processes all along
the way. If it is their idea, they will make sure that it works
because it is their idea. Whereas if it isn't their idea, they may
go through the motions but will not see to it that it works.

7. Our problem at our branch banks has been in deviations from
standard procedures. The branch supervisors, although similarly
oriented to the bank's practices as well as state banking regulations,
have their different ideas and thus we have different procedures
being used throughout our branches. What can you do when written
standard procedures are not used? Have you run into this problem
before and what are the solutions?

I would ask if the uniformity is necessary. I can see certain things
must comply with banking regulations, customers' desires, as
well as banking practices. However, I would suggest that the branc
managers should come up with same different ideas; and if they do
not violate basic functions and aims, don't try to convince the
manager against his will. Certain things must have conformity,
but the managers must believe that they have the advantage of
working for themselves. If they can put in their ideas and make
them work, maybe we can change others to conform to these ideas
for a better working system. Let managers start things on their
own, and, in some instances, they may improve the procedures
which have been standard in the system.

8. In the 1890's when Frederick W. Taylor originally established
machine shop standards, he always allowed a plus or minus toler-
ance on a machine part. Doesn't this tolerance also apply to
clerical procedures? Can you comment on this?

An example for this would be at Marshall Field, where they had a
training program in which every clerk was required to use block
lettering. Some could not block-letter, as they did not have the
necessary background. They could write more clearly than they
could block-letter, In this case, some tolerance certainly was
appropriate. If a person's handwriting is more legible than his
block lettering, why insist on lettering?
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As long as the result is achieved, there could have been some
tolerances involved. As in the case of my own handwriting, I
have been scribbling for years mainly due to carelessness.
Because of my engineering background I can block-letter better
than I write; besides, I hate to write. If you get the results or
if the point gets across, that's what counts.
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OMARK INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
by Chuck Sawhill and R. E. Hall

Omark Industries

Chuck Sawhill graduated from
Montana State University with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Industrial Engineering and received
a Master of Science degree in
Engineering at the University of
Washington.

He performed as an industrial
engineer at Kenworth Motors, in
Seattle, Washington, and for Arabian
American Oil Company in Saudia
Arabia. For the following two years
he was an engineering instructor at
the University of Washington in
Seattle. For the Boeing Company of
Seattle he acted as facilities engineer
for five years and for the next three,
performed as industrial engineering
super vi so r.

At present he is the manufactur-
ing engineering manager for Omark
Industries of Portland.
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Mr. Ron Hall received a
Bachelor of Science degree in
Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Southern California
at Los Angeles. At the University
of Pittsburgh he participated in a
MBA program.

Mr. Hall worked for the
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
for seven years in several different
capacities. For the first two and
one-half years he acted as a manu-
facturing engineer at the Pittsburgh



branch followed by one-half year as industrial engineer for the
Emeryville, California, branch. He then performed as industrial
engineering supervisor at Sunnyvale, and plant superintendent at
San Jose.

At the present time he is working with Omark Industries in
Portland, Oregon, as industrial engineering supervisor. He has been
working at his present position for about three-fourths of a year.

ABSTRACT

The Omark presentation contained a short explanation of the
company organization, history, and product lines, which was used as
a framework for describing the function of the industrial engineering
department. Typical products were displayed and briefly discussed.

Discussion of the Omark industrial engineering department was
centered around the organizational structure and the relationship of
the individual industrial engineer to other departments in the company.
The functions and responsibilities of each engineer was outlined and
the various industrial engineering techniques used were discussed.
A typical project in methods improvement was presented as an example
of the systematic approach to problem solution. The presentation was
concluded with a discussion of possible student-company co_op studies.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Do you have much transfer of equipment and machines between
your different plants?

There is some transfer of equipment and machinery between
plants. This equipment is generally of the type that can be
utilized by plants making the same product. Only Portland,
Guelph, and Puerto Rico overlap sufficiently in common products
to allow much transfer. In addition, all Puerto Rico assembly
equipment is designed and built in Portland.

2. Does your industrial engineering department have any cost
reduction goal which you have to meet per year?

At Omark we do not talk in terms of cost reduction but rather
in terms of profit improvement. As a staff organization, it is
our responsibility to work with the line or production operations
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in meeting the manufacturing division goal. To this extent, the
goal of the manufacturing division is the same as the goal of the
industrial engineering department. Presently, working with the
production operations, the I. E. department establishes the
profit improvement goal for the manufacturing division.

3. It seems that information channels are improved by the informal
organization. Please comment.

We feel that the informal organization structure of the company
allows considerably better communication between departments
than a more rigid structure would allow. Direct communication
between working levels' in each department reduces the communi-
cation path. It also relieves management of the constant burden
of transmitting information and routine problem solving.

4. I would like to find out more about th-e industrial engineering forums

The industrial engineering forums were originally set up as
monthly meetings of all industrial engineering personnel for
the purpose of discussing industrial engineering philosophies.
The forum is a more or less seminar type meeting which is an
open exchange of ideas and concepts. The basic purpose of the
forum is to serve as a means of training and education, as well
as give the individual industrial engineer a chance to assist in
the development of the organization and its goal. We feel that
this is an excellent means of professional growth for the
individual I. E. Topics of discussion involve the basic functions
of the group (as shown on the organization chart) and center on the
approaches, techniques, problems, and alternates of each.

5. What is a methods analyst? What are his functions and requirement

Methods analysts at Omark are generally people who have pro-
gressed up from the shop and have indicated a strong aptitude
or inclination toward industrial engineering. In general, the
methods analyst works closely with the senior industrial engineer
on the solution of various problems. Specifically, he collects
data, makes minor calculations, and solves problems of lesser
magnitude than those solved by the industrial engineer. He
generally works directly for the industrial engineer and is used
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primarily to perform those tasks which would require the industrial
engineer's time but not his talents, i. e. , he is somewhat of a
"leg man or assistant to the industrial engineer.

6. Is cost your main basis of an improvement study?

Although our prime interest is in cost, our improvement studies
are not always on the basis of cost alone. Many of our studies
are directed toward increased quality, decreased lead time,
increased capacity, or improved production scheduling. However,
as a group, our main responsibility is to reduce cost and expense
and we, therefore, devote the majority of our time in these areas.

7. From what area do most of your improvement suggestions come,
i. e. , those meriting consideration?

In terms of most savings, most of our major improvement sugges-
tions originate with the industrial engineer or jointly by I. E. and
the shop supervisors. In terms of total suggestions, the majority
of our ideas come from shop supervisors and production line
employees.

Do you make many revisions in your move from present method
to your proposed method? How often?

In general, it can probably be said that in almost every case,
the proposed method is not adopted in its ultimate or best form.
There are many effects which must be taken into consideration.
Some of these effects are: changing market conditions, changing
design criteria, new equipment developments, and changes in tax
structure, as well as acceptance by shop personnel. Because
of these factors, methods changes are never in a static condition.

9. Are you accomplishing anything in your management meetings as
regards company objectives?

We feel that our weekly meetings with the production management
personnel are very fruitful from the standpoint of the company's
objectives. In general, these meetings are a help to break down
communications barriers and stimulate action that would otherwise
not be taken. We believe that these meetings are a great help in
cementing line and staff relationships and, therefore, insure
that all members of the organization are moving toward the same
objective.
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10, You said that you are given the responsibility of capital equipment
decisions. How muc' t&ne is spent on these decisions, who
personally assumes the responsibility for these decisions, and
how are they implemented?

Justification of capital expenditures requires a large percentage
of our time and is given careful consideration before the funds
are requested. In order to receive funds for capital expenditures,
a thorough investigation is undertaken and extensive financial
justification data are developed. The industrial engineer who has
responsibility for the area in which the equipment is to be installed
assumes the responsibility for the investigation and subsequent
financial analysis. The I. E. must analyze all possible alternate
solutions from a functional and economic viewpoint and 'sell"
the line supervisor on the most feasible alternate. He then works
closely with the foreman and shop superintendent to develop the
necessary proposal to present to corporate management. Ultimate
decision on capital equipment expenditures rests with the produc-
tion supervision. After the proposal is accepted and funds are
made available, the industrial engineer works closely with the
purchasing department to insure that the equipment meets the
required specifications. On receiving the equipment from the
supplier, the industrial engineer then works closely with the
production supervision to insure that the equipment operates
correctly and that operators are thoroughly trained in its use.

11. This "informal organization" by product lines seems to be an
excellent solution to many problems such as informal and formal
communications and increased cooperation between workers and
management. However, this seems to indicate that the industrial
engineers will each tend to be "specialists" on one product. Is

this the case? If so, doesn't this system tend to limit the I. E. 's
scope of responsibility, experience, opportunity for advancement,
and other related consequences of this "limitation"?

It is natural but unrealistic to desire "unlimited" freedom and
"limited" responsibilities. As you probably realize, even an
industrial engineer is to some degree a specialist as are most
personnel in the industrial organization. The question then
becomes one as to whether it is better to specialize by indus-
trial engineering function or by product line. We feel that in
specializing by product line, the industrial engineer is then able
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING DISCIPLINES
By E. N. Waage

Jantzen

In 1950 E. N. Waage was gradu-
ated from Montana State College with
a Bachelor of Science degree in Indus-
trial Engineering. After a short
employment with IBM he was called
into the service and spent three years
in Air Weather Service. One of these
years was spent in the Graduate
School of Meteorology at UCLA. After
separation from the service in 1954,
Mr. Waage attended Oregon State
University where he received a Master
of Science degree in Industrial Engi-
neering with a minor in Personnel
Management.

Following graduation from Oregon
State University he was employed by
Procter & Gamble Company in Long
Beach, California, in various lines
of staff capacities in manufacturing management. In January 1959
Mr. Waage went to work for Jantzen, Inc. in production control and
after a series of assignments is currently the Portland-Vancouver
operations manager with the responsibility for the manufacturing
functions in the two plants in this area.

ABSTRACT

The title of the seminar was, "The Industrial Engineering in Various
Responsibilities in Jantzen Manufacturing. " The industrial engineering
graduate is well prepared for a career in Jantzen manufacturing, per-
haps better prepared than persons with any other background. If the
personal characteristics, integrity, concern for things being right,
concern for people, personal adjustment, aggressiveness, decisive-
ness, enthusiasm, sense of urgency, dependability, and physical
stamina, are equal in people starting with our company, the industrial
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engineer will have an advantage over people with other backgrounds.
The industrial engineer has a basic engineering approach which leads
him to attack problems by gathering facts and making decisions or
taking action on the evidence of the facts. They are less prone to
uhunch?! decisions.

The industrial engineer by training is dissatisfied with things as
they are. He has the philosophy that there is always a better way.
The industrial engineer has a balance of technical education with
management education. These will help get him off fast in the
beginning technical jobs and stand him in good stead as he advances
into management and executive jobs. Areas in manufacturing at Jantzen
where industrial engineering is of particular advantage are those of
line management, quality control, product engineering, manufacturing
engineering, loading and scheduling, plant cost control, and fabric
usuage control.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Didn't you contradict yourself when you said that we should believe
in the company we go to work for and that the basic nature of an
I. E. is one of dissatisfaction?

I see no contradiction in the statement that we must believe in
the company that we are working for, and the fact that the basic
nature of an industrial engineer is one of dissatisfaction. The
dissatisfaction of the industrial engineer is that dissatisfaction
with things being done less than the best way. He must believe
in the company and constantly strive to improve the phase of
operation which he is responsible for. If he does not believe in
the company, then he would be better off to quit.

How similar are your plants? Is there comparison of data between
the plants? If MTM (methods time measurement) has been developed
at one plant, wouldn't it be easily adapted to the other plants?

The production line in our plants is similar but enough different
to make it difficult for direct comparison. MTM system has
been developed for use in our North Hollywood bra manufacturing
plant. We do not use it as yet in any of our garment production
plants.

How many I. E. 's (those who graduated in I. E. ) do you employ? Is
this fewer or more than what would be. considered ideal?
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We probably have 8 to 10 who are graduate I. E. 's. I consider
this to be a great deal less than ideal.

4. What is meant by "being comfortable in your own presence"
regarding industrial engineering?

'Being comfortable in your own presence" does not have anything
to do with industrial engineering. At one point in my discussion
this phrase was used to illustrate individual differences when
evaluating whether all things were equal. The term simply means
that you ought to be reasonably well satisfied with the kind of
person you are. You should have established a personal philosophi
and set of values and be happy with the way you are living up to
them.

5. Are there not other things to consider in making a new design or
new system besides profit, i. e. , employee relations, long-range
forecasting, and the like?

There are many things to consider in making a new design or a
new system. None of them are possible without profit. Without
profit a company in our economic system does not even survive.
Decisions must be profitable in the long range before adding
considerations to be used in selecting alternatives.

6. Isn't belief in capitalism and free enterprise, rather hard to
relate to Jantzen? These ideas are, of course, the basis of our
economy, but an employee would find it hard to keep these in his
mind constantly. I think these ideas are too nebulous.

The belief in the free enterprise system is not a nebulous idea. It
is the basis of our economy and the plans and operations of a
corporate structure without the basic belief in the rightness of
this system is not possible. Management level employees who do
not understand and believe in the rightness of this system have
very little chance for success.

7. What is your job as operations manager?

My job as Portland-Vancouver operations manager is directing
the Portland and Vancouver plants and the staff that supports them
to maximize their overall operating effectiveness in producing
garments on schedule, of Jantzen quality, and at minimum total c
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8. What are two current examples of the work that I. E. 's are doing?

a. Complete methods study of a distribution center.
b. System analysis of style assignments into departments.

9. What advantages do you see in an industrial engineer with a graduate
business degree? What type of jobs would be logical for this back-
ground at Jantzen?

An industrial engineer with a graduate business degree would have
advantages and background over one without a graduate degree.
The same job would be open to this person at Jantzen, but he would
be able to compete more favorably and be better prepared for the
jobs with greater responsibility and more administrative functions.

10. I've heard that Jantzen has a very unique system of paying its
employees. Could you explain briefly?

The present system for direct payroll incentive compensation is
based on fairly standard time study techniques. It is an outgrowth
of an installation by the Bedeaux Company. Work is measured,
and standards set. Each operation has a coupon on a work order
accompanying the bundle. The coupon measures the operation in
standard minutes. The employee clips the coupon which describes
his operation. Payroll then summarizes the number of minutes
produced and pays the operator accordingly.

11. In making up standards, do you use MTM as a basis, or do you
refer to historicaldata?

Our standards are set using standard data and checked with stop
watch studies.

1Z. Do you believe a business background can be of greater value than
a technical (I. E. or other engineering) background in getting ahead
in a business or within company organization?

All things being equal, I believe a technical background within a
manufacturing organization is an advantage over a business back-
ground.
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13. In reference t the question above, should the graduate be stronger
in business sense, engineering sense, or a combination (equal) of
both?

A balance of strength in business and engineering would be excellent
The technical strength is of value in making immediate contribution
in the beginning level jobs, while the strength of business is an
advantage as you progress through the company.

14. If you have a good business degree with an average technical back-
ground, wont you have a better chance of advancing in the firm and
starting at a higher level than if you have just a good (excellent)
technical background?

Not necessarily.

15. Does the industrial engineer always start out in a staff-oriented
position?

Yes, in our company.

16. Are problems related to industrial engineering assigned to one
individual or do the I.E. 1s work together on problems at Jantzen?

One man is always responsible for results of a specific problem.
Normally, he will work with other line and staff people in gather-
ing data, proposing alternatives, and recommending the best
solution.

17. If an I. E. had a choice of two electives, which should he choose - -
business (accounting, etc. ) or operations research?

This is somewhat up to the individual. Rather than specialization,
it would occur to me that if one was interested in advancing
eventually into industrial management, business courses in account
ing, finance, government, and personnel would be most helpful.

18. In your talk you stressed (1) seeking truth with given tools, (2)
basic dissatisfaction with things as they are, and (3) the fact that
an industrial engineering background is balanced between technical
job knowledge and staff and line type jobs. Why do you feel that
industrial engineers have a balanced background to a greater extent
than other types of engineers?
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Regarding points (1) and (2), they are inherent concepts in science
and engineering. Many if not most industrial engineering analysis
tools' involve people in the problems of seeking a better way.

Examples of programs involving people are work simplification,
value analysis, operation research, methods study, MTM, and
critical path scheduling.

Is there a union at Jantzen, and if so, are there any particular
problems in dealing with it?

We have no union at Jantzen. We believe that each of our people
contributes to our company s success as well as his own success
satisfaction.

O. How long a training period is usually undergone on a first level job?

Normally the training is on-the-job t:raining. There is a two-week
orientation and then a gradual assumption of responsibility as a
result of on-the-job training.
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TURNOVER,
OBSOLESCENCE, AND ITS CHANGING SCOPE

by Bob Wolf, Philip E. Barnette, and Wesley L. Ellis
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ABSTRACT

The session centered on the dynamic growth of the field of indus-
trial engineering and the challenges faced by the new engineer as he
enters into the industrial field, as typified by the aluminum industry.
The basic emphasis was on the fact that many of the middle and lower
management type jobs are disappearing and are being replaced by
more sophisticated and computerized techniques of management. This
in turn has placed new demands on the college graduate as he enters
into the industrial field, particularly in the field of industrial engineer-
ing. The purpose of Mr. Ellis and Mr. Barnette's presentation was to
give some indication of what the recent graduate faces.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Do you find that most of your new industrial engineers meet your
definition and requirements of executive ability? How do the college
graduates "stack up"?

R. Wolfe - - I would say that most new industrial engineers meet
the definition of having executive ability. Actually, by choosing the
field of industrial engineering, the college student has already
indicated some of the attributes of "executive ability".
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To meet all the requirements of executive ability takes time;
therefore, no college student has all of the requirements. One
of the difficult attributes to develop is the ability to take defeats
or setbacks in stride. Another is to develop a sense of timing
which is also learned.through experience.

An individual has to have both the desire and confidence to be
an executive. Once he has these, many of the other attributes
can be trained into the individual through actual work experi-
ence.

2. Is accounting an important part of your background in planning
and shipping?

W. Ellis - - Production planning does no accounting. Like all
plant functions, you deal with the cost department and cost
accountants. They are always looking over you.

The only accounting (if you can call it that) which we do is
accounting for production, or being able to plan, follow, and
keep track of production.

3. When you first began your work at Alcoa, did you feel that your
college education was adequate or did you feel sort of lost?

P. Barnette - - I feel that my college education in industrial
engineering is entirely adequate as a foundation for the perform-
ance and responsibilities of my job. However, there are three
major difficulties facing a person when he enters such an industry
for the first time:

1. Learning the why's and how's of production processes
that you may have never seen before.

2. Learning what information, current and historical, is
available and who provides or has access to this informa-
tion, as well as company policies which govern your
activities as industrial engineers.

The above two areas should be covered in an initial training pro-
gram, as they were in my experience with Alcoa, but some aspects
of each category must be formulated during the course of your
individual assignments with the firm.
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3. The third major difficulty that you will undoubtedly be
faced with is that of gaining the acceptance and confidence
of the production workers during the course of your I. E.
activities. This aspect cannot be stressed enough,
because this confidence and acceptance will reflect in the
reliability of the conclusions you draw as a result of your
activities.

4. What are the duties of a supervisory industrial engineer?

R. Wolf - -
1. The primary duty of the supervisory industrial engineer

is to train and develop his staff. This is usually accom-
plished by guiding the development of objectives and
projects for each industrial engineer that would tend
to maximize company profitability and provide a challeng
ing assignment for the individual.

2. There are many secondary assignments which are duties
of the supervisory industrial engineer, such as:
a) Approving expenditures of money for new or revised

equipment, method changes.
b) Acting as the plant chairman of the company wage

study committee.
c) Recruiting engineering students.
d) Guiding the development of new plant projects.

5. Do you have technical people do time studies? If so, who directs
the studies and is responsible for the people and the results?

R. Wolf - Occasionally, yes. However, most studies are taken
by time study technicians. Each industrial engineer is responsible
for the studies taken in his area of assignment.

6. How much time (as a percentage) in a week do you spend writing
routine reports? My actual question is how important is formal
report writing training?

P. Barnette - - Report writing as such consumes approximately
5 to 7% of my time during an average month. Training in this
area is important in that you must provide maximum information
with a minimum of words. Supervisors are swamped with
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paperwork even with the sophisticated reporting systems we have
today; therefore, any unnecessary comments or lengthy explanation
can detract from the effectiveness of your report. Remember the
laundry soap contests? . . . Tell me all you know about the subject
in 25 words or less

7. What are the opportunities open for work in foreign countries
with your firm in the area of industrial engineering?

R. Wolf - - Alcoa has industrial engineers working in Brokopondo,
South America; Australia; and Great Britain. Therefore, there
are opportunities for overseas assignment. However, considering
the number of assignments involved, the probability is greater
of receiving a stateside assignment.

8. What are the advantages of an M. S. degree over a B. S. degree?

R. Wolf - - The M. S. degree is a difficult question to answer.
Alcoa (as are many companies) is still in the process of develop-
ing an approach with respect to handling the new employee with
the advanced degree. However, there are no firm answers yet.
This M. S. degree is worth more money in the initial job offer but
does not guarantee a continuous high rate.

9. How well are the recent 1. E. college graduates prepared for the
new areas of study in the I. E. field, i. e. , (1) computerized data
analysis, (2) organizational analysis, and (3) management informa-
tion systems? These areas seem pretty sophisticated for a new
man in the firm.

R. Wolf - - In most of these specialized fields, each company has
developed specialized approaches comparable to its particular
problems and objectives. Therefore, most of these specialized
techniques are further developed on the specific project involved.

I do feel that subjects such as fortran, correlation analysis, and
others are helpful in giving the new employee a head start in
digging into computer -type problems.

W. Ellis - - You are prepared to get in the door, but you are only
in the door. There is a lot more to look forward to.
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Do men work with the idea of being an executive in mind? Do you
feel the attitudes for executive leadership are acquired by the
time a person gets out of college? Can a man work toward this
goal of executive leadership, or is he led along this path by those
above him?

R. Wolf - - The desire to be an executive is an individual decision;
however, we endeavor to hire individuals with the executive desire.
Alcoa (as is the rest of the aluminum industry) is expanding rapidly.
Many individuals will have to develop rapidly in order for us to
continue our proposed growth programs. Therefore, the opportunity
is great particularly in the fields of line management, systems
analyses, and industrial engineering.

It is my opinion that most of the attributes of executive leadership
are developed on the job. However, a college student who has
been a student leader in campus clubs or organizations has probably
got a head start in developing executive ability.

How about a short description of the job areas of the I. E. who
desires to specialize in operations research? Are these functions
of the I. E. department or do you have an operations research
department?

R. Wolf - Various concepts of operations research are applied
by the industrial engineer in most every project he develops. We
attempt to emphasize timing rather than detail in performing our
duties. Basically, we employ any technique possible to arrive at
an answer in the shortest amount of time, and in many cases a
'half_right' answer is better than a "right" answer which is

delivered one day after the product is shipped out the door.

I would ay the following departments employ the operations
research approach most frequency at Alcoa:

(1) The research labs, (2) the economic analysis and
planning department, (3) the industrial engineering
department, (4) planning and (5) the ingot plant organiza-
tion.

Is your industrial engineering department flooded with study
requests which could more easily be made by other departments?
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R. Wolf - - We attempt to minimize study requests which appear
to have a minimum return or could be handed better by another
department. Our main problem is that the majority of the plant's
operating superintendents are former industrial engineers;
therefore, we are flooded with more related and pertinent study
requests than we can handle.

13. What criteria is used to decide which department a new man would
be placed into? How much opportunity is there for a young man tc
get into the area he is really interested in?

R. Wolf -- A new man is usually placed in the area of greatest
need, based on work backlog and anticipated economic gains.

It is my opinion that the individual can best create his opportuniti
to get into his area of primary interest by expressing his interest
and displaying his aptitude to the people responsible for the specif
field of interest.

14. What could I expect in the way of job assignments and training
during my first year of employment as an industrial engineer
at Alcoa's Vancouver Operations?

R. Wolf - -

1. The new industrial engineer should look forward to
receiving initially a series of sh9rt_range projects
utilizing a great number of industrial engineering
techniques in his first year of employment.

2. He will probably work under the direction of an
established industrial engineer,

3. Within the first six months he will review a plant-
wide orientation program and at the end of one year
a company -wide industrial engineering training
program.
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